
The benefits of  
small-group tutoring 
on pupils’ attainment



Helping those most affected by 
school closures to catch up 



National Tutoring 
Programme
We understand that not every pupil will have made the progress 
expected during the pandemic, even with the additional materials and 
online lessons that schools have been providing. That’s why, as part of 
our commitment to helping all pupils to make progress, we’re proud 
to have been chosen as an approved partner for the National Tutoring 
Programme (NTP), providing small-group, high-quality tuition from 
qualified teachers, in-person* and online, for core GCSE and Year 6 
subjects. 
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The benefits of small  
group tutoring
Research demonstrates that small-group  
tuition can boost pupils’ progress by  
several months1 and that small groups can  
really benefit from collaborative learning2   
(unlike one-to-one tuition). What’s more,  
‘learning together’ encourages pupils to  
form a supportive bond that can continue  
long after a tutoring session.

Proven strategies to  
aid learning 
We know that many of the pupils that  
you choose for our small-group tuition  
are likely to come from socioeconomically  
disadvantaged backgrounds. Research  
tells us that these are the pupils that  
benefit most from predominantly oral, rather  
than written, interventions3. This is why our tutors  
are trained to use specific oral teaching techniques, such  
as ‘thinking aloud’, discussing and explaining/critiquing answers. 
Numerous research studies and meta-analyses show that the potential 
impact of these types of metacognitive strategies on achievement is 
high, and they are usually more effective when taught in collaborative 
groups4.   





Quality tuition from  
qualified teachers for  
improved outcomes
All our tutors are trained teachers, and have  
also been through a Pearson tutoring  
professional development programme.  
That’s because, like the Education Endowment 
Foundation, we know that ‘the quality of the  
teaching in small groups may be as, or more,  
important than the precise group size’1. And, research has 
demonstrated, time and again, that experienced well-trained tutors 
mean improved outcomes for pupils5. 

Standardised tuition materials  
and assessments to aid  
progression 
To ensure your pupils get the most out of  
their 15 sessions, our tutors will be using a  
pre-tutoring test, so that they can  
immediately understand your pupils’  
strengths and weaknesses and choose the  
best starting point for their tutoring. Tutors  
will also have access to Pearson’s specially  
designed tutoring materials to structure every  
tutorial, splitting content into short standalone topics, and enabling 
the easy targeting of the tutoring to pupils’ specific learning needs6.  
During sessions, tutors will be providing high-quality task-related 
feedback to pupils that is clear about how they can improve7 as well as 
spaced learning techniques to help them retain, and make the most of, 
everything they have learnt during their tutoring8.   





Regular feedback to  
help you monitor   
pupils’ progress
We know how important it is for you, as  
the pupils’ teacher, to help define the  
tutoring, and also monitor pupils’ progress.  
This is why we have a dedicated programme  
setup meeting for you to meet with the tutor  
when the tutoring begins. The tutor will also keep  
you up to date throughout, with our brief informative tutoring session 
feedback forms. Tutors will also lead a revision session followed by a 
final post-test of pupils and discuss with you the progress they have 
made over the course of the tutoring.

Your next step
Discover the Pearson  
Tutoring Programme  
At Pearson, we are confident that  
working in small groups, with our  
teacher-qualified and specially trained  
tutors, will give your pupils exactly  
the boost they need.
  



You can now register for the  
Pearson Tutoring Programme. 
Spaces are limited – to find out 
more and sign up, visit:
go.pearson.com/NTP 

http://go.pearson.com/NTP
http://go.pearson.com/NTP
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* In-person sessions will be delivered from January 2021, if government 
guidelines allow. We also provide the option of switching from in-person 
to online at short notice if required.

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/projects/spaced-learning/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/projects/spaced-learning/

